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4 .REFOHM OF CUM12R~ HIGHER EDUCATION IN COMMUNIST CHINA

Wang Xuiewen

I. Fluctuations of' Higher Education in Commiunist China

During three decades only 2,9146,000 students were graduated from colleges

in Comamunist China; only 4~ percent C1hinese workers have received a higher educa-

tion. These educational levels were too low to rapidly spar productivity. Anj

average of' is000 stdnseao di olee e ya vrthe three recent
yeas. s etimtedby hinse duuitinalcircles, the insufficient number of'

are beyond solution; not a single educatiuna:l Bystem has been establisi1 ,.d duringI

this entire time.

For 17 year's before the Great Cultural Revolution, colleges and departments

of Chinese higher education were. reorfganized three times; degrees were awarded

to 1,'51",,000 all-day-system college students (The numbei. becL..ies more t- An two

million if' hkalf-day-systen graduates are included.~ and more than 16,000 graduate
students. In addition, there were 138,000 College teachers; this is more than

seven times the number in 19119 [2]. however, the C~hinese Commniunsts st~ressed
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learniln from the experience in the Soviet Union wl-le reorganizing colleges

and departments. rpUs, higher education became soviotized espelially in science

and engincering: colleges. This was not appropriate, to conditiors "ri China [3).

It was said that tnny undesirable consequences existed in reorganizing the

colleges and departments at that time: duplication in departments and specialties,

scattered teachers, too narrow a field of knowledge gained by students, an

overdetaileu division of specialties, difficulties in developing marginal and

new branches of science, sard restrictions in enhancing professional specialties

As reported by the Shanghai WENIHJI DAILY NEWS, during the decade of the

Gieat Cultural Revolution universities had prolonged difficulties; these included

institutions where egotism ran rampant. In addition, there were also a mountain

stronghold mentality, sectarianism and individualism. To solve an university's

problem is much more difficult and complicated than physical violence in a

factory. As reported by the All-China Higher Schools Scientific Research Work

Conference, for five years no students were enrolled in colleges; this was equiv-

alent to a cutback of over one million college graduates and about 20,000 students i

with master's and doctor's degrees. This opened a big gap in trained personnel,,

iipeding the Four Modernizations. A large number of teachers were victim of i

dictatorship; they were purged and suppressed. Thus, teachers' initiative was

considerably curtailed. A large number of higher schools were disbanded, merged,

moved and dispersed. Damage occurred to large quantities of instruments, equip-

merit, books and data; in partictlalr, the, -agicultural and forestry colleges were

on the brink of collapse. Under this situation, scientific research was stagnant.

Compared with the advanced world level, the narrowing gap in science research

again widened [5].

For several years following the Great Cultural Revolution, the Chinese Com-

F-.•. munists stressed science and technology as ley factors, and education as the

1 foundation in order to carry out the Four Modernizations. The Chinese again

intended to reform the chaotic education scene. In December 1978, at the

eleventh session of the Third Central Committee plenum, it was announced that

starting from 1979 the emphasis in Party work would be shifted to sjcialist

construction of the Pour Modernizations. Because of this policy, higher educa-

tion was required to be a center of teaching as well as scientific research for
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'the task of training persotmel and developivg science. At the All-China 1ligher

School Scientific Ro.;earch Work Conference (in FcbruaxW 1979) Jointly sponsored

by the State Scientific ard Technological CoimdisLion, the Ministry of Education,

and the Ministry of Agriculture and ForcStry, the Chinese especially stressed
that (in order to cope with a shift in work emphasis) first of all the Party

conmittees at the higher schools should shift their leadership ideology and

attention should be given to teaching and scientific research [6].

At present, in Chinese higher schools although there are about 10,000
professors and associate professors, near)t 100,000 instructors, and a large

number of teaching assistants and graduate students, yet the teaching equipment

and the scientific level aie still backward. Therefore, many schools and people
were concerned with (and studied) the problem of building two centers to upgrade

quality [7). The Ministry of Education followed up several decisions to restore
and establish more higher schools. For example, 55 schools were restored or

established in a decision made in April 1978. A January 1979 decision restored
16 schools and established 153 schools, for a total of 169. Classified by college
categories, there were 46 engineering colleges (and schools), 13 agricultural and

forestry colleges (and schools), 77 normal colleges (and schools), 18 medical

and pharmacological colleges (and schools), 10 finance and economics colleges
(and schools), 3 physical culture colleges (and schools), and 2 fine arts colleges

(and schools). Classified by territories, there were 28 schools under the

rational and regional administration, as well as 141 schools under the provincial,

imunicipal and ward administration [8). Moreover, due to insufficient school

buildings and funds, the Chinese educational circles proposed some straight-

faoward solutions:

(a) Establish day-student universities. Most Chinese college students at

present are boarders, occupying an average of 40 m2 (square meter) of school
building per student. However, the average for day students is only 5 m2 , one-
eighth of that for boarders. Day students not only economize on floor space

in school buildings, but also require a smaller number of staff, workers and

facilities.

3
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()Exao~ndorepodec universitiecs and television univom..ritivs, which

c al].o Cn s e tr ial1 operaction of self-meustained uni vers it ie s. At pres ent,
alCieecollege students are supported by the state or organizations. A

trial operation or self-supported schools can save funds. Vice President YangF
Chengzong of the China University or Science and Technology ackn~owledged that
the system of self-supported students not only can lessen the burden on the state,,
but also can modify the "ironcla~d rice bowl" system. The self-tfupported system
can complement the scholarship system. Self-supported students with good grades
can be shifted to government support while government-supported students with
poor grades can be s-hifted to the self-supported category.

Md Encourage local governments to operate with universities. There are a
* total of 636 universities in China. Basically, these universities are funded

by the state. Some educational personalities proposed to-encourage local govern-
ments and industrial (or mining) enterprises to operate spare-timne universities
and half-day-work and half-day-study universities [9] if available resourceb can
be spared fromn these local goverrmenets and ente.rprises.

We can see from the foregoing that the Chinese Comrrinists are actively taking
new moasures to agrain reform higher education. This article briefly studies and

analyzes the new measures, new progress, and new trends. I
II. Chinese System of Higher Education

Due to damage suffered in the Cultural Revolution,, China's system of higher
education was in a state of deficiencies and facilities in wreckage. Recently,
the educational system began to be restored and rebuilt in order to carwry out
the Four ?Mbdermizat ions. The Chinese advanced several opinions and policies
with regard to systawnide reform. In the first issue of (Chinese publication)
RENMIN JIAOYU (PEDNA'S EDUCATIONJ) in January 1977,, it was stated that the devel-
opment of socialist edur'ation requires activities throughout. the Party for
whole-scale planning and carrying out of the policy of "Walk on Two Legs."4

14k
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In addition, tfltee comb inat oios, are noededl: between tuniversaili;y Find advancement,

between h~ey and goncrul points, aid beAtween unity of educational system and

variety forms in school opera.tions. On 18. :rh 1978, at the All-China Science

Conference Minister ini Chare IFatg Y1 of' the State Scientific and Technological

Corimission stressed the following: "Modernization of' educational facilities

should be graduially carried out; educational films s~hould be made; school-based

laboratory facilities should be generously provided and fimproved; commnuisin work

universities, 7-21 workers' universities, and 5-7 universities should be operated

in good order; television universities, correspondenc unversities and night

schools should be actively operated; and day-student., guest-student and point

syrstans should be tried out In higher schools. In short, many formis should be

adopted and various approaches tried in attermpting to increase student enrollments

As for the current higher educational system in China, generally the follow-

Ing measures have been attempted and evaluated:

(1) All-day system aid half-day-work half-day-study system

Before the Cultural Revolution, there were disputes over the educational

system within the Party between the half-day--work half-day-study system and two

educatiorAl systems. The IVIo Zedong group consistently advocated half-day-work

half-day-study as well as diligenc. in work and frugality in study. The Liu

Shaoqi group advocated operating two categories of schools; one was the all-dayI school and the other half-day school. Since the Mao group was in authority during
the Cultural Revolution, then the system of half-day-work half-day-study schools
was generally operated. After the Cultural Revolution, only a single mode of

41 ~ operating higher schools was carried out-the all-day system under whtich the.

- ~government provided funds for all study and boarding facilities. Recently, thle

Chinese stressed adherence to the "Walk on Two Legs" policy in adopting various
formns of managing schools. For example, in Beijinig Munic~ipality classes at thea

night university and television university began to be held since August 1900.

Among the students who attended but failed to pass the. higher-schools entrance

test In the Beijing area, more thani 2000 day students were enrolled. During

the study period, the studeiits reueivod no scholarship, Instead, students

funuished their own meals, transportation, medical treat., nt, and textbooks.

5
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Each student attending science or eirgineerb-V colg pi 5 unpr snew-ster
as tuition feoo and mnlicellannoo'u expenscs; for those attending Pine arts
colloges, each paid 20 yuan per semester. Subsidie's were proVided by 'the school
admninistrations or their supervisory organizations to cover any deficits in
school management. It was said [1i3 that this level of tuition and miscellaneous

expenses was a big bur-den to families earning 50 to 60 yuan per month.

(2) School year system and point system

At present, many higher schools in China have experimented with the point
system. The Chinese saw the following advantages bin it: (a) each course has its
systematic features. Among compulsory courses under the point system, generally
the fundamental theories are studied f'irst under the principle of beginning from
shallow and easy texts and then to deep and difficult areas. This conforms to

the study rule of making gradual progress. According to individual characteris-
tics, each student makes up his (or her) own study schedule. This is much more
flexible than the rigid system of' the school year. (b) Optional courses man

* be studied in the student's own major department or other departments. Or else
a student can study courses at other colleges or schools for a broader field
of knowledge.

However., the Chinese acknowledged the following disadvantages in the point
system: first, insufficient guidance will easily lead to overliberalization. A

student may intend to study easily passed courses in order to accumulate credit
points; this trend does not lead to W~e acquisition of knowledge and ability.
Secondly,, enough teachers and classrooms should be made available in carrying

out the point system; citherwise difficulties will crop up [12).

Obviously, the Chinese Communists clear-ly understand the above-mentioned

disadvantages; however, they still experiment with the point system. The purpose

is to speed up the training of personnel in science and technology.

(3) Boarding system and day-student system

Mobst higher schools in China have adopted the boarding system for m-3ily

controlled administration. In recent years, in order to educate as many students

A
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r•as posible, the Ministry of Education and the State Planning Conmmission jointly
annoLUced thlt starting nt•-n the 19'tl student vrmollmont, day students would be

enrolled on a trial basis in conventional higher schools in order- to increase the
.nrnber or college studonts enrolled. It was also stipulated that a day student

would be treated as a boarding student during his study years in school and af&ter
graduation. Specialties in which the number of student enrollments would be
allowed to increase should be those convontioz-ol ones and those urgently required.
Consequently [13), many higher schools in China have-enrolled day students.

At present, in Shanghai there are 48 (all-day system) higher schools with
266 specialties, more than 17,000 full-time teachers, and more than 67,000 students.
It was claimed that 322,000 students could be educated if Shanghai's college
graduates were assigned Jobs (50 percent in the central government and 50 percent

in local goverrnents). However, over the past three decades Shanghai's higher

scaools graduated only a total of 2?3,000 students. So the only outcome in

expanding Shanghai's higher education is to put Into effect the day-student
system (in addition to the boarding-student system) and to operate schools under

different policies. In July 1980 [14], 22 higher schools in Shanghi including

Jiaotong University, Mudan University and Shanghai Foreign Language College, i
enrolled nearly 3000 self-supported day students (in addition to achieving the 4

1980 student enrollment plan) among Shanghai's student applicants, who failed

tl.stir entrance examinations. A day student will pay 25 yuan per semester for
studying conventional courses, or 20 yuan per semester for studying special

courses [15].

One problem from the Communists' viewpoint is the difficulty in inculcating

ideological education in day students because they leave the facilities after
classes. Many universities gave this problem particular attention after day

students were enrolled. For examle, in Xian Fundamentals University it was

required to cooperate among cadres, teachers and students' parents by adopting

multiple measures in students' ideological education [16) while meeting the

distinctive requirements of day students.

(14) Degree system and instructorship system

7
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On 53 frit 1955, the State CoUncil passed a temporary rm-0,ation reorfrding

craduate students (at unJveroities) in the Chinese Academy of Sciences. It Is

stipulated that the Chinede Academy gr,-nt d arees of doctoralcandidates to

"graduate students upon coq)letion of their assigned studies. However, it was

said that this stipulation was not carried out due to interference by the ultraleft

movement (at the time) that viewed the degree system as a system of the capitalist

class or revisionism. Later, the degree system was swept into the restricted area.

This was true until 12 Februan'y 1980 [17] at the 12th session of the Fifth
National People's Congress, when the People's Republic of China Degree Regulation
was passed; it took effect on I January 1981. There are 20 clauses in the
regulation; clause no. 3 stipulates that there are three classes of degrees:
bachelor's, master's and doctor's..

At present in China, many higher schools and science rese&uch organizations

have restored the instructorship system. Ratings were given to a number of new

instructors, associate professors, professors, assistant research fellows,,

associatp xxmeach £glows, and researc14- fellows. However, these new ranks were

considered as "promotions without salary increase"' "heavier duty but not higher A

grade," and' "ampty..prase without real benefit." Some associate professors in

T, huniv t ,have' only a monthly salary of -60"o 70. yuan, equivalent to a teaching

assistant's salary' [18].

r rn the foregoing, the higher-education system in China (since the Cultural

Revolution) has changed dramatically as whether it was restoration or new eatab-

lishment. The mrLi purpose consists of concentration on time and speed to leap
forward in educational challenges through vieprous activities. However, there :

have been no good results as viewed from the current situation.

III. Quality of Higher Education in China

(1) Key schools and ordinary schools

In June 1979, the State Statistical Bureau issued an official announcement,

"Results of Implementing the 1978 National Economic Plan," stating the statistic

of 598 higher schools in China. At present, the number of higher schools has

climed to 636, including 88 kpy higher schools that the Ministry of Education

8a
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decided (in Mirch 1978) to restore zuid( etnblish. At present, the niiber of key

hig--- schools has rone: up to 96. Moreover, there are now 72 (conventional) hiogher

. - schools in China with correvporidene• educntion, nzal 30 (conventional) hig),r

sc80ols operating nig)ht lunivcrs.ltlen, with a total of more than 2110,000 students

in atteidance (19]. In addition, them-, are now 753 university branches, funda-

mental.s uiversi.tA.ks, and teaching sites. Tivere were more than 115,000 students,

includinig emolled students in 1978 and 1979 as well as the number of students

planned to be enrolled in 1980. The Chinese re.garded university biAnches as

"eIgs" laid by the university proper; this becomes a way of developing higher

education In local areas. However, it was admitted [20] that university branches

exist in name only; actually, they are Junior colleges.

The Chinese Connunists stressed that key universities should be viewed as

"the main strength of a new system in building teaching centers and scientific

research centers. However, a current problem at key universities is the word

"key" existing in name only. It was said that some of key schools did not have

all conditions worthy of the "key" category; hence, these key schools did not

exercise these proper functions. As for the facilities of teaching and instru-

ments of scientific research, even the key schools lacked enough facilities;

existing facilities were inadequate, old and backward. Even a few best-knowni-

key universities still lagged far behind the advanced world levels [21].

As for ordinary higher schools, they have more problems, with poorer quality.

Since many leading cadres have duties but no authorities, most administrative
affairs have to be passed on by higher authorities; a number of staff are busy
in paperwork all day long. Since there are no rules, regulations, system, and

guidelines, everything depends on the leading official's wishes or it is studied

and decided on in meetings [22].

1. Based on these situations, on 10 June 1978 a commentator in ýOUANMING DAILY

Mi (in China) stressed that the enhancement of teaching. quality should center

on key points. The commentator continued that a hundred problems should be

solved on the educational front, but it is impossible to obtain a hundred

solutions within a short period. If the available manpower, mater~ial resources,

and financial resources are everly distributed, the resources will be dispersed

9



to no avall 11th theoe hnmdmed problcms. As long aa edLucatl"on]. quality cannot
be rnfned high ennik,hi qualified poroonnel cannot be tralntxd. This will Jipede

progress with the Four Modet-iizatlons.

(2) Colleces of tine arts and colleges of science and ergineering

Over the past three decades, the educatonal front in China was stricken by
the ultraleft movement for several tines; colleges of fine arts receJived major
blows. Sociology, Jurisprudence and demogaphy were removed from academic
curricula once these courses were criticized. Psychology was evaluated as false
and aesthetics, as capitalist belongings. Economic management was considered
marginal. As a result, courses of fine arts became fewer and fewer with less and
less specialties and more and more restricted thinking. Mary school administra-

tions went further than stressing science and neglecting the arts, to even stress-
ing science and intimidatin; the arts. During the time that Lin Biao and the Gang
of Four were in power, it was a problem of whether or not the fine arts should
be acedemic subjects [231. As a result, there was not a single university of
fine arts in China besides the China People's University, which was some kind of

cadre training school. The fine-arts curricula were just afterthoughts in
consolidated universities (of science and fine arts) and normal colleges; this
trend often squeezed out fine arts development with science curricula [241].

The Chinese Conmunists stressed that not only science and technology person-
nel as well as administrative cadres for Four Modernizations were required to be
trained by colleges of s, ience (broadly speaking, colleges of science, engineering,,
agriculture and medicine) but also large numbers of highly cultured (with a high
scientific level) administrative cadres should be trained by colleges of fine
arts (broadly speaking, colleges of fine arts, history, philosophy, economics,
politics and law). Moreover, the Chinese Communists considered the combination
of science, engineering and fine arts as an important problem in the structural
reform of higher education [25].

(3) Normal and agricultural colleges

According to statistics, by the end of 1979 there were a total of 161 normal
colleges in China (at more than 25 percent of the total higher schools) with

10
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more thea. 310,000 students attending: (at -more thqn 30 percent of the total students I

at higher schools). Since norn.ul education .ls...the ."r!chinetoolof ed cat.iona1•-.,.-oZ

students enrolled in key provincial. norial univellsities or colleges were to be

incud~1in he-frstgruplike o6ther 'k- hig7her scbbhls' n China [26].

..Aong-the Four -Modernizations, agriculture is considered as .ranking -first.

However, accordingto 19Z8 -statistics,--therie -eeonl_ .50'-'htgb-er'agr iura..

: lleges- with more. thnf 50t,000 students inattendance. There were only a 'little

more 80,000 stud.nts'attending secondary vocational schools majoring in agricul-

ture and forestry-'specia--ties. The -above-mentioned Iumbe, of -agriculture-

technica- personnel '-dispberse•d-e:o g.on .800.:nllion peasants -i sesame seeds

in a vast sea.: In Shandong Province with tens of millions of population, there

were only two agricultural -colleges, one of which was established just a short

time ago. In Shahdong 'Agricultural College, Just over 100 students of animal

husbandry specialty graduate each year. At this rate, 600 years are required

to provide one graduate for each of the 80,000 production brigades in the province.

Therefore, recently the Chinese- stressed adopting various measures to vigorously

develop agricultural education in considering education as the foundation.

Thus, agricultural modernization can be carried out [27]. Generally speaking,

the Chinese admitted that it was difficult to lift the quality of higher educa-

.4; tion in the China of today.

-1 IV. Teachers and Students in China's Ftgher Schools

During the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese Cormmunists conducted the most 4

thorough and the most violent struggle, critique and reform of teachers of

highe:, schools. At times, students were used as the main force of the struggle.

For example, the Chinese Communists raised a slogan, "Enroll in a University, .4

Control the University, and Reform the University." This means not allowing

teachers to give instruction to students, but allowing students to control teachers.

Students are part of the proletarian class while teachers are part of the capl-

talist class. The teacher-student relationship is a relationship of class

contradiction. Although the Cultural Revolution was concluded, yet, the Chinese

are still puzzled and aware of resistances to the reform mnentioned.

V- -
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I4, Chinese Cormiunsts discarded the policy of sim~tanieous re-form-ia•-d employment "
and applied the policy of restoration and employment. For example, since August

: • 1977 the Qinghua University Party Committee reexamined 1228 cases in their files.
S....•]!•All unjust cases, false cases and mist~ken cases -ini-tiated by Lin Biao and the

.4 ~positions to those under suppression. However, as revealed by a GUANOMING DAILSY J-
i ~NEWS corrmentator in an article "We Have to Adhere to Facts in Carrying out the

• ".....-,.,•Policy Faithfully" published: ... on 6 August 1978 [:282J, some units only-exa• •jed • ....

* those 'caSes during t~he violent period of the -Gang of -Fou, not-as 9in "Q n :--"
,• ~University where all cases of the decade were reexamined on a factual basis. :
#• ~The reason was a concern over the accused defaming the Cultural Revolution and -

4 settling old grievances and injustices; these actions would impair unity. :Scine
units only reexamined simple (but not complicated) cases in contrast to Qinghua
University's daring to overturn all invalid findings. Some units made qualifying

- cor~ments while reexamining aeunlaike Q• Uni~ver~.ty' emhai on mauin ..

causes an3d facts in cases, without leaving any unfinished business.

Although the Chihnese Conmu~rd~sts generally restored positions of suppressed 4i
I.teachers in. the higher schools, yet the policy has not been thoroughly carried i

out since not all •cases have been reexamined. The teachers with their positions

restored still have nightmares so mo~st of them have negative attitudes of shying

away from teaching students.* It was salid that there was a serious shortage of :Iuniversity teachers but available personnel were not adequately used. For •
I-example, in Beijing there are 4j9 higher, schools under the admninstration of the ,
4 central and niinicipal goverrunents, totalling more than 214,000 teachers and more
;• than 62,000 staff and workers, while the students rumbered about 55,000. The
•!:-• ratio is 1:2.3 for the numbers of teachers and students, and 1:0.88 for the
ii ~numbers of staff (ar~d workers) and studen•ts. This is quite an alarmling was~re.
: In Shanghai [29], at present there are 148 (all-da~y system) higher schools with

i(• some 67,000 college studen~ts and some 17,000 ful4-time teachers; the ratio is
:•)'• 1:3.9 between the numbers of teachers and students. According, to s.tatistics

• ~prepared by Fudan University, at present teachers (who actually, teach) account

12
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to only one-half of the- total riutiber while in some departments onl-y one-f-ifth of

teachers give instructions in the claste_-. These teachers with Inrsrniction tasks

cia~as hour's per -week.* This It be.,Aust evaluations of professors or associate

professors depend mainly on acadoitc tsea. and less on taahng- restults. -Tem

are awards for outstanding scientific resevrch,, and awards for overfulfillment
of production quota, but no awards for teaching-excellence,-.In-Guarigiong -Province

[30), there are gener-ally no adequate nLrnbers of qualifie foe~laiug

- ~teachers bt theýc lo~ Cuhvra ngiht~ht ared out throughcutt
the province as elsewhere in mainland China. Among more than 3000 English-
language teachers in Guangdong, only one-third are qualified_;.the other- one-third

can be -qualified only -afte6r making- UP the lost language lessons -while -the,
reminning one-;thifd are unable to be qualifiedý whatever the rafecly. Schools

lack the power to employ teachers, who are assigned b~y higher authorities. No

matter what lan~guage a teacher learned-(such"as Russian or French),h orsh
-has tG teach English. This its not scientific. It appears that English teaching

Is propagated but actually "Large numbers of students learn English the wrong

w1ay [31J; it just did hot worth the effort.

The Chinese did not completely solve the teacher pro!blem, as the foregoing

shows. Recently, for better utilization of teachers,, they were publicly required
to teach both course textbooks and ideology. During teaching and scientific

research, politics is in coninand and the students' political ideology is also the

responsibility of teachers.

(2) Student enrollment and graduation

In June 1966., the Chinese decided to abolishastudent entrance examinations
at higher schools because ot the, start of the Cultural -1~eouir.I coe

197, at Beijing the Ministry of..Educatibn sponsored an All.-China High' col

Student Enrollment Work Cor4~erenae to decide on restorin" student entrance exarni-

nations. In December 1977, the fi.rst student ent~mne examinations began.

Consequently, one enrollment examination Is held in July of each year. Thre

are many students taking part in examinations each tim, but few areeinrolled

after going through screening process of politir~l: Inverst Igat. ion. phyilcal exvrut-.

nation, and cultural test. The thinese Commruni~stk,. n'aftlt that this,;contno.,iction'



_Hwill remalitn for a long time. At pre~sent, there are only 1,020,000 co11el
:0+1 perc~i~it. ~f -pa - -M. M. the,. T1 .

secoiidary-sch-ool students entering higher schools is less than 4~ percent (32).

In May 1980, at Xican the Ministry of Education sponsored a higher schools

student enrollment work conference; It was stiprilated thant screening would be

nunicipalitios and autonomous rgiond tin hav~e "anW studtnt applican ts or

college enrollmene t. During graduations from senior middl.: schools, PrOvincewide

unified final examinations were held. Numbering three-to five times the pl~.nned

number of student enrollment, students With higher grade-poit averages were

selected to take part in the unified examination. In July 1980,, more than

3,310,~000 aipplicants took part in the unified examinations of the higher-schools.

-Among them,, 2,300,000 applicants were graduates of' that year's senior middle

schools' graduation classes; the number was 69.7 percent of the total number of

applicants. Screenings were conducted in seven provinces and regions (Sichuan,

Shanxi, Hlunani, Hubei, Gansu, Xinjiang,, and Heilongjiarig>; more than 1,950,.000

applicants took part in the screenings while some 570,000 were selected to take

part in the unified examinations (33).

In the 'pat~t four years since the Chinese restored tbh- studento enrollment

examinations for the higher schools, there have numerous miscellaneous problems.

These main problems are enumerated below:

(a) Middlle schools are rated by adntission rates to higher schools. Recently,

trial unified examinations were held in sane areas of China; students' points

in the unified examinations were used to rate teaching quality of middle schools

arxd teachers. In-some areas,, students' admission rates to higher schools were

useu to rate middle schools. Schools with high admission rates to higher schools

were considered as good ones. By seeking high admission rates, many schools

neglected ideological and political work, did not have winter and summer vacations,

and suspended classes in physical education. Thiese schools only focused on a

few outstanding students while neglecting the majority [341).

(b) Students with high points are difficult to enroll in universities. On

Wag~ 3 of GUANWNING 'DAIL1Y NEWiS, 27 October.19718, two letters from readers were
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printed. Both letters mentioned a student Zhu Ling who rnduated from Middle
School No. 35 in l.l jlrhg "lunicipallt;y. Last y,..ar and this year, the student took

"part I.- two. c-j eng... et- -ee examt•.at.iona lnst year' s total pcints were 337
while this year's totil poInts were 408. In both cases, the points exceeded
the qualified level; however, Zhu Ling was rejected because he failed the.-S4litical
investigtion. An editor's comment was published in GUANGMING DAILY NEWS. One
of two letters was written by Zhu himself; the other letter w s silmed by 20
teachers, of Middle School No. 35., -addressing to +he Party leadership. -After

investigations by GUAI-rMIN-G DAILY NEWS and related duthorit•es, these ftwo letters
were proved to be factual. Recently, leading cadres'ý,of the Ministry of Education
and the 3eijinm Municipal Party Committee made official dec1sions- to have Zhu

Ling enrolled in the Beijing Medical College. The editor t s cerement continued,,
"Even now residual poisons still exist among leading cadres of some areas and
departments; these cadres shy away from their responsibility in students' political
investigations, which do not focus on the subject's personal conduct but on
whether or not serious historical and political problems existed among his (or
her) family and relatives. The cadres are accustomed to seek data (with a
"magnifying glass") in the file to find faults rather to the left and not to the
right. If this situation is not changed, the goal of more talents at an early
time cannot be reached."

(c) Applicants indulged in corruption during examination. There were many
instances of seeking private gains and indulging in corruption in 3tudent enroll-
ment examinations in China's higher schools. Vor example, an applicant Wang

Xiaoping of Guangling County, Shanxi Province, conspired with Wang Guanggui (and
others), concurrently director of the county student enrollment office and county
education bureau chief in November 1977. They schemed to write answers to
oxaminations outside the test classroom, and then the answers were passed on to
Wang Xiaoping. This case was repeatedly investigated for nine months to prove

a case of examination corruption. The conspirers were punished. Wang Xiaoping's
enrollment in Beijing University was cancelled; his Party membership was alsoj revoked [35].

(d) Young men are restless. In present ChIna, it was said among society

circles, "One is a professional if the examination is passed; otherwise, one is
Just a bum." In addition, parental pressure was quite heavy so that young students
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generally sprined fear and restlessness. For extemple, there was a girl student

. . in. s-bi. She was .uite .!g~n_• h?. pren. -ougt.fv-s -i.fin o

have the girl attend a unified examination preparatory class of a university.

- No television viewing Was allowed; the girl was often goaded in conversations.

Finally, she committed suicide on the eve of the examination. There have been

several similar incidents [36). !

In today's. h-ina, young men and women generally consider entering a university

as their only prospect. However, after graduation many annoyances are encountered.
Nobody can have freedom in seeking a job; a student's parents are helpless because

they are barred from seeking favoritism in Job assignments. In July 1979, the . ji

State Planning Commission presented a report on this year's job assignments of

higher school graduates in China. The report stressed that in assigning jobs for

graduates, emphases should focus on industries, mines, rural villages, the lowest

levels, and border areas in conforming to the policy of strengthening the produc-

tion front. Personnel departments should encourage gradiates to comply with

their job assignments and go to places needing the most help. These four emphases

[37] amount mainly to assignments to countryside. As reported by the Shanghai

JIEFANG (LIBERATION) DAILY NEWS on 9 June 1980, most of this year's graduates of j
higher schools in Shanghai refused to accept the job assigrnents (by authorities)

to the countryside.

As for job assignments of graduates of key higher schools in China, they

generally get city jobs; however, their f(nployment fields are usually outside

their major academic subjects. It was said that about one-half of Shanghai's

college graduates in the past several years had professions not matching their

subject majors. So they had to change their professions. For example, 40 to 60

percent of graduates from Shanghai University of Science and Technology had to

change their professions acquired during their school years. For three years in

a row, graduates of oceanography and geology specialties of Shanghai University

did not get their jobs in their specialties. About 50 percent of Fudan Univer-

sity's graduates did not have employment in their particular fields of study.

About 80 percent of graduates (from Shanghai Foreign Language College) majoring

in Arabic were assigned other jobs. Therefore, even Party Secretary Deng Xuchu

(of Shanlai Jiaotong University) sighed, "The current system of employment is

so inflexible. If a talented student is assigned to a wrong job and no transfer
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rollowdo, his (or her) talent will be wasted. Obviously (38), the job assig'snnta
.. .......
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V, igher School Curicula in China

During the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese policy regarding reform of
cur-ricu-la -and--text-mater-la-ls-was--to- tear-down -vigp-ously--aNdt to11-b- up 1oos
As thet 'clti al -evolution waslconcluded, Chi• ,s higher dools ain rearranged
curricula and recompiled text materials.

(1) Strengthen curricula -in political ideology.

In various grades of schools, education in political ideology is consistently
placed as first in priority. It was said that the current curricula of political . -

practice and theory in colleges, secondary, and primary schools have not exploited
the due educational results; their upgrading is stressed. Regarding the contents
end methods of political ideology education, the Qinghua University Party Comit-
tee advocated an approach of "three-story building" or "three-step terrace",
which means to apply patriotic education, socialist education, and communist

education. At present, students' ideology and practice should be combined to
enhance "three-story building" education. The educational system of Zbongshan
Medical School in Guangdong [39) only covers three and half years with many
curricula and tight schedules; however, considerable time for political activities
was assigned. In a week, there are four hours of politics, one afternoon of
political instruction, one afternoon of activities for the Party and Youth League, 4

one-night meeting on class affairs, and one hour of learning about Mao Zedong's s
work; sometimes the remaining night-study time is used for activities. Thus,
,only two-thirds of time still remain for subject-matter specialties., Students
do not have enough time to fully understand one day's lesson while new studies
cowe up the next day. Teachers face difficulties because relatively more lessons
have to be lectured on within a short time. Thus, teaching is rushed through

while fine points in lesson are only roughly .explained [40].

For some years, the Chinese Comnunists insisted on teaching political
ideolory (especially philosophy) from primary school through college. In

conventional secondary schools, there is an average of three hour,:- a week given

1?
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to political les ,ons; there tuie four hours a week in a fine arts college and two

hous n week in a science college. U der such an arrangMent, disadvantages

include %,epetitive -content) waste- tAme-, -lesson# given. p .•.-ft.rma orA y-,.- ar4A ow . .

T.. of interest by students. Moreover, addition of new subject matter is restricted

by the total numbcr of available classroom hours [411.

(2) Matching of fundamental courses and specialty courses

The fundamental courses in Chinese higher -schools include common. f'undamrntal
courses, specialty fundamental courses, and fundamental laboratory courses.

Among total classroom hours, three-quarters are allotted for fundamental courses,

while only one-quarter for specialty courses. School traditinns in China stress

scientific research while detracting from teaching; even in teaching, specialty

courses are stressed more than fundamental courses. In higher schools, a view

has been formalized to stress first scientific research, second the teaching of

specialty courses, and third the teaching of fundamental c6urses. After downfall -

.of the Gang of Four, payments were granted for iublishing theses; awards were

bestowed for results in scientific research; and those well experienced in foreign

language were sent abroad to study. .,hese policies and trends delivered mental

blows to fundamental-course teachers because they could afford no time for scien-

tific research, writing theses, and learning foreign languages. These teachers

are not likely to win promotions even with teaching excellence. Some fundamental-

course teachers lamented, "Good teaching is not appreciated as much as a thesisI7
Recently, the Chinese Conmanists stressed improving fundamental courses of

higher schools; these fundamentals were made to coordinate with specialty courses.

* However, changes were few, with little effect. Most intellectuals aelknowledged

£ that scientific research can be considered a "golden rice bowl" with a good

"n [future and high status while teaching is just a "broken rice bowl" without any

future and medior-e status.

(3) Recoimpilation of text materials

After the conclusion of Cultural Revolution, the Chinese Communists again

recompiled text materials. The Chinese enumerated two prob) L'ns in recompiling

18 18
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tiv- ctuvrent: text. .mterinals uf-highe' is one-m the ar~upe~ti ...

between supplfy tad demanc in text nnterials, which should be quickly compiled,

approved and published; the other problem concerned the rapid pace of modern
science development for requiring quick updating of text contents and higher

quality [313.

-- csi ed b the Mlnistry orEducation, the educatio-al departmehts of

Shanghai, ZheJiai-g and Guangdort or.U-rlzed the comp~lation of 18 kinds of text-

books in four courses of History of Chinese Communist Party, Political Economics,
Philosophy, and History of Internat.tonal Comunist Movement,- These textbooks

were• published and distributed before the fall semester in 1980. However, new

textbooks or modemn science and technology are relatively difficult to compile

and print. For example, most of 137 higher-school textbooks for the 1979 spring'

semester were delayed in publication. These textbooks should be available

before classes began but actually they were distributed too late, after classes

had concluded. This held teaching back considerably [44].

VI. Teaching at Higher Schools in China 1.
In the current teaching reform of China's higher schools, generally there

are following measures and areas of emphasis:

(1) Restore the original "three centers."

T7ae so-called "three centers" are book center, classroom center, and teacher
center. The "three centers" were damaged by the Gang of Four during the Cultural

Revolution. Now the Chinese advocate restoring these centers. They stressed

that schools should maintain teaching as the main function. Books should be

considered the main source of knowledge; classroom teaching should be the major

form of teaching; and teachers' main guiding function should be sufficiently

exploited in teaching. However, in carrying out these "three centers," social

practice and learning from other available sournes should be maintained.

(2) Prepare to build new "two centers."

19
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The so-called "two centai , are teaching center and scientific resemh.ch

etr.The -Chinx-sew CoMrnuriiits- strsd -operatinr 11toe in -higer: 4=is-

In sc:lentific rescorch, the Chinese Academ~y of Sciences should emphasize
dfaimental science and theoretical research; production departments should

stress applied soience and technical research; and universities and professional.

colleges should stress both those aspects. However, the Chinese did admit to

Slagging- scientific-devolopments -n -Mainland China by -ten- to -twenty- -yes-hin-

the average world level. There are certain difficulties and resistances in

scienti fic research.

(3) Expand Mteaching of foreign languages.

The Chinuse considered that the key points in carrying out the Four Moderniza-

"tions sliould Cocus on science and technology. Most personnel engging in scien-

tific research and teaching foreign languages did not have enough =nowledge of

science and technolo&y; so they will confront difficulties in work. An expanding

and intensifying education in V.orelgn langu&ges will serve Four Modernizations

well.

(a) Improve tae quality of foreign language instruction; study theories of

foreign laiguage instruction; try new teachinr techniques; utilize the most

modern teaching equipmner.t; and tra.n htgh-quality teachers of foreign languages

(including generally usc.c. foreIgn languages, such as English, Germnn,. French,

Japanese and Russian) in secoinary schools to achieve greater, Caster, better

and more economicml results.

(b) In comprehensive universities, intensify the teaching of commonly used

foreign languages in science and engineering courses.

tc) Help teaut-e ý of science and engineering courses to master foreign

languages as quick as possible. In addition, help teachers and students (in
their preparation for study abrcad) to master the specific foreign languages

they require.

(d) Closely cooperate with teachers of science and engineering courses to

translate foreign materials in science and technology and to compile textbooks

20.
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. and dictionaries •n varlous fields.

(e) Compile foreign-laroiage Journals in science and technoloty.

-In short., -there are -variety Of tasks-:4xi teaehir, foeiLi !n __s -

these are very difficult tz-ks [45], . .4

NVI. Problems in China's Higher Education

Because of many residual problems of' the Cultural Revolution in China's

reform of higher education, reality and historical problems still exist in

carrying out refbrms. These following problems are dif4 icult to remedy and

solve:

(1) Limiting school authorities j

Generally, guidance by educational administrative departments should only

center on policy and guidelines in regard to higher schools; however, the Chinese,

high authorities consistently administer and control everything. Therefore,

responsible officials at four universities in Shanghai recently called for some

autonomous authority (to be granted by the Party) to higher schools.

President Su Buqing of the Shanghai Fudan University said, "Key schools under

direct administration of the Ministry of Education do not have any authority at

all. All power is concentrated in the ministry, which stipulates which foreign

scholars are to be invited to lecture, which teachers or students are to be sent

abroad, the number of students to be enrolled, an i which specialties are to be

established. As a university president, one only executes what the ministry

stipulates. As a result, all schools are the same."

Party Secretary Deng Xuchu of Shanghai Jiaotong University said, "In

teaching, all schoois are required to be the same: unified textbooks, unified

outlines, and unified test questions. Funds cannot be flexibly expended, si'h

as specially-allocated fund for exclusive use. Without approval from 1,i.gher

authorities, qualified personnel cannot be employed while unqualitied ones

cannot be dismissed. At present, things are very inflexible; those should be
unified but they are not unified."
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.Pres-ident Liu Ft lan ~'Ssg~iN:rlIv~t iii Idotoa
.4, departments should use more prposals and aslI tance in admini erin• schools,

riot solely by administrative means."

p. President Li Ouohao of ShW)•ai Tongchi University said, I"Today a school

--has no-authority to initiate. The Party -secretary-.or-prsident-of a-univer-sity.

has no authority to enroll graduate students. Approval depends on higher .

authorities, wich do not understand the real situation. This is nonsense

(2) Slow pace of quality upgrading

In carrying out Four Modernizations,, naturally there is a quantitative
increase and a qualitative enhancement in the reform of higher schools. However,,

problems exist both in quantity and quality.

As revealed by the Chinese Cormunists regarding the quantitative increase,
Sif the population growth rate still continues at a rapid pace, all educational

futnds are sufficient only for universal lower education, unable to cope with

- . higher education. Then the training of specialists is difficult to develop on

- .. a large scale [471.

As revealed by the Chinese Communists regarding the qualitative enhancement.,
one serious prblem in today's higher schools is big orga izations with more

people than vacancies. Work efficiency is real low.. This is disadvantageous

to carrying out Four Modernizations. A policy of "picked troops and efficient
S�government" is needed. Quite a few schools were assigned training missions

7, but policy directions were not clarified; teachers were dispersed or operations

were backward. If these situations do not quickly remedied, work will be passive.

and efficiency lowered [48].

(3) Students are in depression.

The Chinese Communists have a complete set of measures in taking over all

.* aspects of university student life; this approach is disadvantageous in developing
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hinieor edtucatloll in its vtLr.lous fol•ns, Not only Is a univcPsity student's

prosont liMe Is taken cteo of, but, also hi,.) (or her) flature Job assinment as

well Just by etering a uuIv-re1tyt a vtudent's future wane aM:fd friric binef'_itt
. are fixed. College students' le,,ning is inhlexi.ble and reimented. Durl'n,

1!• enrollment application, all of one's life is fiMed aft er one picks a specialty.

J One can neither change his specialty, nor take optional courses of personal
interest. Students with excellent mrados cannot complete courses in advance;

neither can these talented few graduate in fewer years, There is no selective
t process; all teaching follows a regimented plan, outline and standard textbooks.
T

"Finally, students graduate in a definite span of time and receive employment at
V one unified standard wage. This educational system of "cutting flat with one

* 1knife" and this educational method of "flat top haircut" restrain the development

of talented students and are disadvantageous in training outstanding talents [49].

For the reasons given above, some students in Mainland China gradually fell

into a depression; they had no ideals. For example, a student of Liaoning

University conmlitted suicide by lying on some railroad tracks. This student had

studied the specialty of environment protection with average points of over 93b,

he was champion of several events in his department sports meeting. His parents

were Party cadres. As another example, a group of university students [50) in

China recently wrote to BOOK CRITIQUE JOURNAL in New York, expressing their

disappointment in the current educational system, which was liberated from.,

Gang of Four's control. In the first week after they enrolled in a university,

they had to receive a political education. Different report meetings, discussion

:meetings and ideological education meetings are sufficient proof that the sole

purpose of education in China is for revolution. The so-called revolution

becomes very vague .when there is too much talking about it. Finally, all the

meetings are only pro fora [51).
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